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Faces that Speak:
Jointly Synthesising Talking Face and Speech from Text

(Supplementary material)

Models
Video Quality Synchonisation Diversity

FID↓ ID-SIM↑ LSE-C↑ DIV↑
1d-conv 19.473 0.849 5.602 0.141

MRF 18.348 0.864 5.686 0.143

Table 1. Design choice of audio mapper. These results are ob-
tained on the LRS2 dataset using a one-shot generation setting.

In this supplementary material, we provide additional in-001
sights and details that are constrained by space limitations002
in the main paper. It further offers quantitative and qualita-003
tive results to enhance the comprehensive understanding of004
our framework.005

A. Design Choice of Audio Mapper006

In our ablation studies on the model architecture of the au-007
dio mapper, we compare a conventional 1D convolutional008
network with the Multi-Receptive Field Fusion (MRF)009
module. As reported in Table 1, the MRF-based audio map-010
per enhances the capacity of our framework in every met-011
ric. This suggests that incorporating various temporal re-012
ceptive fields enables our system to effectively convert com-013
plex TTS features (linguistic and acoustic) to abundant fea-014
tures, contributing to the generation of more realistic face015
motions.016

B. Ablation on Generation Step of Motion017

Sampler018

We evaluate the TFG performance and time consumption by019
varying the generation step of our motion sampler. Along020
with metrics that assess the output quality, we measure the021
inference speed on a single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4090022
GPU with AMD PRO 3975WX CPU. As indicated in Ta-023
ble 2, a larger step size results in longer inference times.024
Furthermore, there exists a tendency that the larger step size025
affects the higher diversity of head pose. Considering this026
tendency and the latency, we opt to use a step size of 10 for027
generating talking faces due to its balance between reason-028
able inference time and performance.029

C. User Study on Text-to-Speech030

To evaluate perceptual quality of synthesised speech sam-031
ples, we conduct 5-scale MOS test on two perspectives: nat-032
uralness (nMOS) and voice similarity to the target speaker033
(sMOS). 30 domain-experts evaluated the quality of 30 au-034
dio samples while wearing headphones in a controlled en-035
vironment. The results are shown in Table 3. Above all,036

Steps
Video Quality Synchonisation Diversity Latency

FID↓ ID-SIM↑ LSE-C↑ DIV↑ Speed↑
5 18.384 0.868 5.801 0.132 1,086
10 18.348 0.864 5.686 0.143 804

50 18.645 0.857 5.548 0.151 131

Table 2. Ablation on synthesis step of motion sampler. “Speed”
refers to the number of frames the module can handle per second.
In other words, we measure the time consumed for mapping from
audio and prior features to motion features. These results are ob-
tained on the LRS2 dataset using a one-shot generation setting.

Models
Naturalness Voice similarity

nMOS↑ sMOS↑
Ground Truth 4.16±0.18 4.96±0.03

Face-TTS 2.57±0.15 2.18±0.14

Ours (w/ motion) 3.23±0.15 2.45±0.16

Ours (w/o motion) 3.49±0.15 2.94±0.16

Table 3. MOS results of synthesised speech are presented with
95% confidence interval. nMOS and sMOS represent naturalness
and voice similarity, respectively.

our proposed method outperforms Face-TTS in both nat- 037
uralness and voice similarity. When the motion compo- 038
nents are subtracted (i.e., when we use identity features 039
fid rather than fs), the generation quality and specifically 040
voice similarity are significantly improved. This demon- 041
strates the benefits of using motion-removed features from 042
TFG in synthesising high-quality speech. 043

D. Failure Cases of Other Baselines 044

To visually demonstrate the robustness of our framework 045
in the TFG task, we compare it with previous state-of-the- 046
art methods presented in the main paper under challenging 047
conditions for generating realistic talking faces. 048

As shown in Fig. 1, firstly, Audio2Head struggles to gen- 049
erate natural-looking faces, particularly when the source 050
face is not in a frontal view. Secondly, MakeItTalk fails 051
to generate dynamic lip movements in sync with the audio 052
source. Lastly, SadTalker exhibits artifacts due to its crop- 053
ping process, resulting in unnatural faces and restricted gen- 054
eratable regions (indicated by yellow boxes). In contrast, 055
our proposed framework consistently produces satisfactory 056
outcomes without the necessity for extracting keypoints or 057
cropping specific regions. 058
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Figure 1. Failure cases of other baselines. We present instances where other baselines fall in generating natural-looking talking faces and
compare them with our framework, which consistently exhibits higher-quality results.

E. Generated Image Samples from Identity059

Features060

To validate the effectiveness of identity features acquired by061
our TFG system, we visualise face images generated from062
these features. In Fig. 2 (a), we present results from map-063
ping various source images to the reference space, where064
each face shares the same facial motion but has different065
identities. The effectiveness of our approach in preserv-066
ing identity is evident through the distinct and recognisable067
facial features of each individual. Additionally, as shown068
in Fig. 2 (b), our approach consistently produces similar im-069
ages for input images with the same identity, emphasising070
the method’s ability to capture an individual’s distinct fa-071
cial identity despite differences in input images. These re-072
sults underscore the effectiveness of our approach in finding073
identity features crucial for generating a consistent style of074
speeches, even when facial motions differ but the identity075
remains the same.076

F. Additional Qualitative Results077

To further support our framework’s capacity to generate nat-078
ural talking faces, we visualise additional qualitative results079
on LRS2 and VoxCeleb2 datasets under the one-shot gener-080
ation setting.081

As illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, our framework is ca-082
pable of generating diverse facial motions and natural lip083
motions that reflect acoustic energy. Our model gener-084
ates actively moving lip motions aligned to the synthesised085
speeches (refer to the yellow arrows). Importantly, the utili-086
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Figure 2. Samples generated with the identity features. We
demonstrate how well our model preserves identity by mapping
various identities. In Fig. (a), we generate diverse identity image
samples having different identities by feeding each identity feature
to our generator. In Fig. (b), we further visualise every identity
image from a single video. These results prove that our model
is robust to maintain the source identities and well-generalised to
various identities.

sation of both linguistic and acoustic features obtained from 087
our TTS system contributes to enhancing the naturalness of 088
the generated talking faces. 089
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Figure 3. Qualitative results on LRS2 dataset. Our approach outperforms all the baselines in terms of generating natural facial motions,
encompassing lip shape and head pose.
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Figure 4. Qualitative results on VoxCeleb2 dataset. Our approach outperforms all the baselines in terms of generating natural facial
motions, encompassing lip shape and head pose.
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G. Guideline for User Study090

For a comprehensive understanding of the process of user091
study, we offer the guidelines used for user studies.092

Text-driven Talking Face Generation. The questions are093
as follows:094
• (Lip Sync Quality) How well synchronised between lip095

and audio?096
• (Head Movement Naturalness) How naturally does the097

head move?098
• (Overall Quality) How realistic is the video?099
Participants were guided to assign a rating of 5 to the100
highest-quality video and a rating of 1 to the lowest-quality101
video for score calibration.102

Possible reasons for the poor scores of the baseline mod-103
els in the MOS test include:104
• As MakeItTalk relies on extracting facial landmarks, it105

struggles when exact landmarks cannot be discerned, re-106
sulting in poor lip synchronisation and head movements.107

• Audio2Head exhibits challenges in preserving identity,108
particularly when the source face is not centered in the109
region.110

• SadTalker exhibits artifacts at the boundary of the111
cropped image and limited facial movement, hindering112
the generation of realistic talking faces.113

In contrast, our framework maintains the identity of the114
source image while incorporating fine details, surpassing115
baseline models in overall quality.116

Text-to-Speech. The questions for evaluating TTS systems117
are as follows:118
• (Naturalness) How close is the audio source to real speech119

in its quality?120
• (Voice similarity) How similar is the voice in the audio to121

the original voice?122
Participants were asked to rate naturalness and similarity on123
a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 representing the lowest quality124
and 5 representing the highest quality.125

We assume that the performance degradation of the base-126
lines is due to the direct utilisation of visual features from127
the source image, which still retains motion components,128
leading to inconsistency with the target voice. On the other129
hand, our framework synthesises high-quality speech robust130
to diverse facial motions by utilising motion-removed fea-131
tures, namely identity features fid, obtained from the TFG132
system.133

H. Detail Explanations of Dataset Split134

We use trainval split of LRS3 dataset for training and eval-135
uate our method on VoxCeleb2 and LRS2 datasets. For ro-136
bust training, we exclude video samples shorter than 1.3137
seconds and longer than 7 seconds. Additionally, we re-138
move speakers who have less than 14 seconds of total video.139
Our training dataset consists of approximately 21 hours of140

video with 20,337 samples and 1,687 speakers. For test 141
sets, we sample random transcriptions from LRS2, and se- 142
lect 300 random speakers from each of the LRS2 and Vox- 143
Celeb2 datasets. Note that there is no overlap among the 144
sampled speakers. 145

I. Potential Biases in the Generation Process 146

Our model establishes voice characteristics by leveraging 147
facial features, meaning that when input images share simi- 148
lar facial attributes, our model generates similar voices. For 149
instance, individuals with longer hair, often associated with 150
females, statistically lead our model to produce a voice with 151
a relatively higher pitch. This inductive bias is derived from 152
the training dataset. 153

J. Ethical Statements 154

The talking face generation model has also raised concerns 155
about the potential misuse of deepfakes and manipulated 156
media. The misuse could have severe consequences, in- 157
cluding spreading false information and causing harm to in- 158
dividuals and communities. 159

To address these concerns, we will limit the usage of our 160
model and provide access only to trusted communities such 161
as those working on technologies beneficial to society. Ad- 162
ditionally, steps must be taken to ensure that the technology 163
is used ethically and responsibly. This includes educating 164
users on the potential risks and providing clear guidelines. 165


